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ABSTRACT
We present our spectropolarimetric observations of SN 2017egm, a Type I superluminous supernova
(SLSN-I) in a nearby galaxy NGC 3191, with Subaru telescope at 185.0 days after the g-band maximum
light. This is the first spectropolarimetric observation for SLSNe at late phases. We find that the degree
of the polarization in the late phase significantly changes from that measured at the earlier phase. The
spectrum at the late phase shows a strong Ca emission line and therefore we reliably estimate the
interstellar polarization component assuming that the emission line is intrinsically unpolarized. By
subtracting the estimated interstellar polarization, we find that the intrinsic polarization at the early
phase is only ∼ 0.2 %, which indicates an almost spherical photosphere, with an axial ratio ∼ 1.05.
The intrinsic polarization at the late phase increases to ∼ 0.8 %, which corresponds to the photosphere
with an axial ratio ∼ 1.2. A nearly constant position angle of the polarization suggests the inner ejecta
are almost axisymmetric. By these observations, we conclude that the inner ejecta are more aspherical
than the outer ejecta. This may suggest the presence of a central energy source producing aspherical
inner ejecta.
Keywords: polarization — supernovae: individual (SN 2017egm)
1. INTRODUCTION
Superluminous supernovae (SLSNe) are special types
of supernovae (SNe), which are 10-100 times more lumi-
nous than normal SNe: their luminosities reach <∼−21
mag (Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; De Cia
et al. 2018; Lunnan et al. 2018). SLSNe are spectro-
scopically divided into two subclasses (Gal-Yam 2012;
Moriya et al. 2018b; Gal-Yam 2019; Inserra 2019). Type
I SLSNe (SLSNe-I, e.g., Quimby et al. 2011) do not show
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hydrogen lines in their spectra while Type II SLSNe
(SLSNe-II, e.g., Smith et al. 2010) show hydrogen lines.
The origin of the extreme luminosities of SLSNe is
not understood well. Some candidates of power sources
have been suggested: 1) a large amount of 56Ni (Woosley
et al. 2007; Umeda & Nomoto 2008; Gal-Yam et al.
2009; Nicholl et al. 2015), 2) interaction between SN
ejecta and circumstellar medium (CSM; Chevalier & Ir-
win 2011; Ginzburg & Balberg 2012; Moriya et al. 2013,
2014; Chen et al. 2017a; Chandra 2018), and 3) addi-
tional energy injection from a central energy source such
as a magnetar (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010;
Mo¨sta et al. 2014) or a black hole accretion disk (Dexter
& Kasen 2013; Moriya et al. 2018a). However, the cur-
rent observational data, mainly photometry and spec-
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troscopy, do not necessarily distinguish these models in
a conclusive way.
If a central energy source plays an important role,
the geometry of the explosion may become aspherical
(Mo¨sta et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2016; Suzuki & Maeda
2017). Therefore, it is important to observationally
probe the geometry of SLSNe. SLSNe-I are in partic-
ular good targets to study the geometry of the inner
ejecta thanks to the absence of the large hydrogen en-
velope. Since we cannot spatially resolve extragalactic
SNe, polarimetric observation is a powerful tool to study
the geometry (Wang & Wheeler 2008).
There are only four SLSNe-I observed with polarime-
try: SN 2015bn (Inserra et al. 2016; Leloudas et al.
2017), LSQ14mo (Leloudas et al. 2015), SN 2017egm
(Bose et al. 2018; Maund et al. 2019) and SN 2018hti
(Lee 2019). Since the number of polarimetric observa-
tion is still small, a general picture of SLSNe-I has not
been understood. More samples are needed to probe the
full 3D structure of the explosion shape of SLSNe-I.
The degree of polarization of SN 2015bn increases
from ∼ 0.5 % to ∼ 1 % at t ∼ +20 days and it keeps
> 1% until t ∼ 45 days (Inserra et al. 2016; Leloudas
et al. 2017, hereafter, t represents the epoch from the
optical maximum light in the rest frame). If the po-
larization is assumed to be intrinsic, its ellipticity E
of the photosphere at t = +20 days is E ∼ 0.8 (its
axial ratio ∼ 1.2; Hoflich 1991). In contrast, the de-
gree of polarization of LSQ14mo from t = −7 days to
t = +19 days is ∼ 0.2% and does not show a clear
time evolution (< 2σ) during these epochs. Therefore,
the geometry of LSQ14mo is consistent with spherical
symmetry (Leloudas et al. 2015). For SN 2017egm,
Bose et al. (2018) presented that SN 2017egm at early
epochs (t = −0.6,+5.2 and +9.1 days) shows ∼ 0.5 %
polarization. If the polarization is assumed to be in-
trinsic, its ellipticity E of the photosphere at the early
epochs is E ∼ 0.9 (its axial ratio ∼ 1.1; Hoflich 1991).
Maund et al. (2019) also measured the polarization of
SN 2017egm at early epochs (from t ∼ 4 days to t ∼ 19
days), which is broadly consistent with that measured
by Bose et al. (2018). The degree of polarization of SN
2018hti keeps ∼ 1.9% from t ∼ −7 days to t ∼ 14 days,
but it is found to be comparable to the interstellar po-
larization, suggesting that the geometry of SN 2018hti
is almost spherical (Lee 2019). We note that no polari-
metric observation of SLSNe-I at late epochs (t > 50
days) has been performed.
A difficulty in polarimetric observations is the effect of
interstellar polarization (ISP), which consists of polar-
ization components caused by dust extinction of both
Milky Way and SNe host galaxies. Since there is no
straightforward way to reliably estimate the ISP, in par-
ticular that in the host galaxy, all the previous studies
do not accurately estimate ISP; some studies do not esti-
mate ISP at all and other studies (including Bose et al.
2018) estimate ISP from field stars, from which only
polarization caused by dust in our Galaxy can be esti-
mated.
We here report our late-phase spectropolarimetric ob-
servations of SN 2017egm, which is a SLSN-I (Nicholl
et al. 2017). It was discovered by the Gaia Satellite
on 2017 May 23 (MJD = 57896; Delgado et al. 2017)
in a massive metal-rich spiral galaxy NGC 3191 (Chen
et al. 2017b; Izzo et al. 2018; Bose et al. 2018) at red-
shift z = 0.0307 (Dong et al. 2017). By assuming Hub-
ble flow, the luminosity distance is dL = 136.6 ± 1.0
Mpc adopting the Hubble constant H0 = 67.4 ± 0.5
km s−1Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). SN
2017egm reaches maximum light in the g-band on 2017
June 21.8 (MJD = 57925.8) with the absolute magni-
tude of Mg = −20.97 ± 0.05 mag (Bose et al. 2018),
which is comparable to the typical peak magnitude of
SLSNe-I (Quimby et al. 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; De
Cia et al. 2018; Lunnan et al. 2018). The light curves
rise and decline linearly in magnitude from t ∼ −20 days
to t ∼ +20 days and do not show a pre-peak bump (Bose
et al. 2018). The spectra of SN 2017egm have O II ab-
sorption lines at ∼ 4100 A˚ and ∼ 4400 A˚ in the early
phases (Bose et al. 2018), which are the common features
of SLSNe-I. Thanks to its proximity, late-phase spectro-
scopic observations are also performed (from t = 126
days to t = 353 days; Nicholl et al. 2019).
In this paper, we present the polarization spectra of
SLSN-I SN 2017egm at a late phase and discuss the ge-
ometry of the explosion. In Section 2, we describe our
observations and data reduction. In Section 3, we show
results of the observations. In Section 4, we discuss the
geometry of SN 2017egm suggested from the polariza-
tion data at the early and late epochs. Finally, we give
conclusions in Section 5.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Our spectropolarimetric observations of SN 2017egm
were performed with Faint Object Camera and Spectro-
graph (FOCAS; Kashikawa et al. 2002) on Subaru tele-
scope on 2017 December 29.5 (MJD = 58116.5). This
epoch corresponds to 185.0 days from the maximum
light in the g-band in the rest frame.
For all the observations presented in this paper, an
offset slit with 0.8′′ width, a 300 lines mm−1 grism and
an order sorting filter Y47 were used. With this con-
figuration, we cover 4400-9000 A˚ with a resolution of
R = λ/∆λ ∼ 600. FOCAS equips a rotating half-wave
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Table 1. Log of observations
Object Date Date Exposure time Type
(UT) (MJD) (sec)
SN 2017egm 2017 Dec 29.5 58116.5 (600 4) 6 SLSN-I
HD 94851 2017 Dec 29.6 58116.6 20 4 unpolarized std.
HD 251204 2017 Dec 29.4 58116.4 20 4 polarized std.
Feige 34 2017 Dec 29.7 58116.7 20 4 flux std.
Note— For all the targets, an offset slit with 0.8′′ width, a 300 lines mm−1 grism and Y47 filter were used, covering 4400-9000
A˚ with a resolution of R = λ/∆λ ∼ 600.
plate and Wollaston prism for measuring linear polar-
ization. Wollaston prism divides the incident ray into
ordinary and extraordinary lights. One set of the obser-
vation consists of four exposures corresponding to the
four position angles of the half-wave plate at 0◦, 22.5◦,
45◦ and 67.5◦.
For SN 2017egm, the exposure time for each frame is
600 seconds, that is, the total exposure time of each set
is 2400 seconds (600 seconds × 4). We repeated this
sequence for six times. Summary of the observations is
given in Table 1.
We reduce the data according to a standard procedure
by using IRAF. Then, we derive Stokes parameters for
each set of observations and combine them by rejecting
apparent noises. In this paper, Stokes parameters Q and
U are defined as a fractional form (Landi deglInnocenti
2002): Q = (I0 − I90)/I, U = (I45 − I135)/I, where I is
the total flux and Iφ is the flux with a polarizing filter
rotated φ degree from the reference axis. The position
angle is θ ≡ 0.5 tan−1(U/Q). The degree of polarization
is described as P ≡
√
Q2 + U2. Because P is positively
biased due to the definition, we also use debiased polar-
ization P ′ ≡
√
Q2 + U2 − σP 2 (e.g., Serkowski 1974),
where σP is the error of P .
To cover the wide wavelength range, we used an off-
set slit. Therefore, the instrumental polarization is not
completely negligible. To correct the instrumental po-
larization component, we observed an unpolarized stan-
dard star HD 94851. The instrumental polarization is
estimated to be Q ∼ −0.4 % and U ∼ 0.4 %, con-
sistent with the specification of Subaru/FOCAS1. We
fitted this component with quadratic functions and sub-
tracted from the other data. The residuals from the
fitting is σ = 0.14 % both in Stokes Q and U . The off-
set of the position angle from the reference axis on the
1 https://www.naoj.org/Observing/Instruments/FOCAS/pol/
calibration.html
celestial plane was calibrated by observing a strongly
polarized star HD 251204 (147 deg in Turnshek et al.
1990). We note that the estimates of the position angle
of HD 251204 differ among the literature (155 deg in
Hiltner 1954, 153.3 deg in Weitenbeck 1999 and 151.6
deg in Ogle et al. 1999) with discrepancies of up to 8 de-
grees. A dome flat-field data through a fully polarizing
filter were taken to correct for the wavelength depen-
dence of the position angle of the equivalent optical axis
of the half-wave plate. Flux calibration was performed
by using a flux standard star Feige 34.
3. RESULTS
In Figure 1, we show total flux, Stokes Q and U , po-
larization and position angle of SN 2017egm at t = 185.0
days. Polarization data at t = −0.6, 5.2, and 9.1 days
(Bose et al. 2018) are also shown for comparison. While
the degree of Q at the late epoch is nearly unchanged
from the early epochs, the degree of U shows a signif-
icant time evolution. The position angle at t = 185.0
days is almost constant throughout all wavelengths.
Since the observed polarization consists of the intrinsic
polarization of SN 2017egm and the ISP, the ISP must
be subtracted to study the geometry of the SN. Here we
estimate the ISP from the Ca II triplet emission lines
around 8600 A˚. Because the light radiated from atoms
has no polarization in principle (e.g., Trammell et al.
1993) and the flux from the emission line is mostly un-
scattered and unpolarized, the degree of polarization at
the wavelengths of lines can be regarded as the ISP. In
this way, as the SN itself can be used as an unpolarized
reference, we can correct the sum of the ISPs from Milky
Way and the host galaxy of the SN. We take the wave-
length range with flux of > 2.0 × 10−16 erg cm−2s−1A˚−1
as the Ca II triplet emission lines to minimize the con-
tribution from the continuum light. The fact that the
degree of polarization is flat at the wavelengths of the
Ca II triplet emission lines supports that the emission
lines are not only unpolarized but nearly completely un-
4 S.Saito et al.
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Figure 1. Top panel: Spectrum of SN 2017egm at t =
+185 days. Second, third and forth panels: observed Stokes
parameters Q, U and polarization P , respectively. The data
at t = +185 days (blue lines) are binned to 30 A˚, while the
data at t = −1 and +5 days (black and orange-red lines,
respectively) and at t = +9 days (green lines) are binned to
100 A˚ and 300 A˚ (Bose et al. 2018), respectively. Magenta
dashed lines show the estimated ISP. Bottom panel: Position
angle θ of SN 2017egm at t = +185 days.
polarized. By averaging polarization degrees over this
wavelength range, ISP at the Ca II triplet lines is esti-
mated to be Q = 0.29±0.34 % and U = −0.46±0.38 %
including the uncertainties in the instrumental polariza-
tion. Although the spectrum shows another prominent
emission line around 7300 A˚ ([Ca II]), we did not use
this line for the estimate of ISP because it is less promi-
nent than the one around the Ca II triplet line and also
affected by the telluric absorption. For the wavelength
dependence, we apply Serkowski’s law (see Equation 1;
Serkowski et al. 1975):
P (λ) = Pmax exp
[−K ln2(λmax/λ)] . (1)
Here, λmax is the wavelength where ISP reaches the
maximum value Pmax and K is represented by K =
0.01 + 1.66λmax (µm) (Whittet et al. 1992). We show
the ISP in Figure 1 by assuming λmax to be 5500 A˚,
which is a typical value for the ISP in the Milky Way. It
is noted that, although the properties of the dust in the
host galaxy may be different, we assume that the wave-
length dependence of polarization in the host galaxy is
the same as that in Milky Way.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between the ISP and
the observed polarization at the early and late epochs in
the Stokes Q-U plane. As shown in Figure 1, Stokes U
show a clear time evolution. In the Q-U plane, Stokes
U parameters in the early and the late phases are dis-
tributed in the opposite sides with respect to the ISP:
the Stokes U at the early phases shows positive U , while
that at the late phase shows negative U measured from
the position of ISP. The polarization at the late phase
shows a larger deviation from the ISP (right panel) com-
pared with the early phases (left panel). The data points
are localized in a small region in the Q-U plane, suggest-
ing that the position angle measured from the ISP do
not show a strong wavelength dependence at both the
early and the late phases.
Figure 3 shows the degree of intrinsic polarization at
the early (left panel) and the late (right panel) phases af-
ter subtracting the estimated ISP. Implications of the in-
trinsic polarization and its time evolution are discussed
in Section 4.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Polarization at the early phase
Bose et al. (2018) presented the polarization data of
SN 2017egm at early phases. They regarded the ob-
served polarization to be intrinsic to the SN since the
wavelength dependence of the observed polarization is
not similar to Serkowski’s law (Serkowski et al. 1975).
In this paper, we estimate the ISP in a reliable manner
by using the strong emission line at the late phase, pro-
viding more insight into the geometry of SN 2017egm.
We find that the degree of the observed polarization
at the early phases (t = −0.6,+5.2 and +9.1 days) is
similar to the estimated ISP (see left panel of Figure
2). Therefore, at these three epochs, the polarization
intrinsic to the SN is quite low, ∼ 0.2 % (left panel of
Figure 3), which corresponds to the ellipticity of the
photosphere E ∼ 0.95 (axial ratio ∼ 1.05; Hoflich 1991).
The polarization is almost unchanged during these three
epochs. These facts suggest that the outer ejecta of
SN 2017egm (v ∼ 10, 000 km s−1 estimated from the
absorption lines, Bose et al. 2018) are almost spherical.
4.2. Polarization at the late phase
By subtracting the ISP from the late-phase data (t =
185.0 days), we find that the intrinsic polarization in-
creases from those at the early phases (right panel of Fig-
ure 3). Since the spectrum at this phase consists of many
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Figure 3. Intrinsic polarization of SN 2017egm after subtraction of the estimated ISP. P ′ represents debiased polarization.
Left panel: Spectra of SN 2017egm at t = −1,+5 and +9 days (black, orange-red and green lines, respectively; top panel) and
ISP subtracted polarization (bottom panel). The polarization data at t = −1 and +5 days binned to 100 A˚ and with the data
at t = +9 days binned to 300 A˚ (Bose et al. 2018). Right panel: Spectra of SN 2017egm at t = +185 days (top panel) and ISP
subtracted polarization (bottom panel). The polarization data binned to 30 A˚.
weak absorption and emission lines, it is not straightfor-
ward to define the continuum polarization. Therefore,
we calculate a simple average over the wavelength range
from 4450 A˚ to 8150 A˚. The averaged intrinsic polar-
ization at the late epoch is found to be ∼ 0.8 %, which
corresponds to an ellipticity E ∼ 0.85 (its axial ratio
∼ 1.2; Hoflich 1991). This implies that the inner ejecta
of SN 2017egm (v ∼ 5, 000 km s−1, estimated from Fe
absorption lines) is considerably aspherical. The ejecta
have a nearly axisymmetric structure since the position
angles measured from the ISP are almost constant as a
function of the wavelengths as mentioned in Section 3.
As noted in Section 3, the observed Stokes parame-
ters U at the early phases are positive from the ISP (left
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panel of Figure 2) while those at the late phase are neg-
ative from the ISP (right panel of Figure 2). In the Q-U
diagram, the angle measured from the ISP changes by
180◦ from the early to the late phases. In other words,
the position angles on the sky changes by 90◦ since the
angle measured in the Q-U diagram corresponds to the
position angle of 2θ. This means that the direction of
the SN major axis at the early phase is perpendicular to
that at the late phase (see Figure 4).
The increase in the polarization at late phases has
also been observed in Type II SNe (e.g., Leonard et al.
2006; Chornock et al. 2010). Such a behavior is also in-
terpreted as an increase in the asphericity in the inner
ejecta. There are, however, caveats on the interpreta-
tion. One is that the increase in polarization could also
be caused by the decrease of electron-scattering opac-
ity at the late phase even for a constant asphericity, as
demonstrated by (Dessart & Hillier 2011) for Type II
SNe. Another is that the models by Hoflich (1991) are
calculated for early, optically thick phases. Although
our late-phase spectrum of SN 2017egm still shows a
clear continuum emission, the quantitative axis ratio
may be subject to the uncertainty.
In addition to the continuum polarization, the polar-
ization features across the absorption lines are of inter-
est as they can be a probe of the elemental distribution
(e.g., Kasen et al. 2003; Tanaka et al. 2017). In fact,
our data show some changes in the polarization at the
wavelengths of some absorption lines. However, these
parts of the data have low signal-to-noise ratios as they
are absorption features, and thus, we refrain from asso-
ciating these features with the geometry of the ejecta.
4.3. Implications
We find that the intrinsic polarization of SN 2017egm
increases from the early to the late phases. SN 2017egm
shows nearly zero polarization at the early phases, while
it shows a larger polarization at the late phase. In other
words, the outer ejecta (v ∼ 10, 000 km s−1; Bose et al.
2018) of SN 2017egm are almost spherical while the in-
ner ejecta (v ∼ 5, 000 km s−1) significantly deviate from
spherical symmetry (see Figure 4). The fact that the
outer layer of SN 2017egm has no strong deviation from
spherical symmetry is consistent with the findings by
Coppejans et al. (2018), who concludes that SN 2017egm
does not have relativistic beaming of the radio emission.
It is interesting to note that the degree of polariza-
tion of SN 2015bn also increases from ∼ 0.5 % to ∼ 1
% at t ∼ 20 days and keeps > 1% until t ∼ 45 days.
SN 2015bn is also suggested to have an axisymmetric
inner ejecta since the data points of SN 2015bn in the
Q-U plane are distributed along a straight line (Inserra
vin ⇠ 5, 000 km s 1
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Ein ⇠ 0.85
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Figure 4. A schematic picture of the ejecta geometry of
SN 2017egm. The outer and inner ellipticities are estimated
from the early- and late-phase data, respectively. The major
axis of outer and inner ejecta are perpendicular to each other.
et al. 2016). These facts imply a similar configuration
to SN 2017egm: the outer ejecta of SLSNe-I are nearly
spherical and the inner ejecta are more aspherical and
these ejecta are nearly axisymmetric. Although late-
phase observations are not available for SN 2015bn, this
geometry might be general among SLSNe-I.
The ejecta geometry inferred from our observations
may suggest the presence of a central energy source pro-
ducing the aspherical inner ejecta. In fact, a magnetar
scenario (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010), which
is preferably discussed in the context of SLSNe, may
be able to produce aspherical ejecta (e.g., Mo¨sta et al.
2014; Suzuki & Maeda 2017). The same may also be
true for the case of an accretion to a black hole (e.g.,
Dexter & Kasen 2013; Moriya et al. 2018a). It should
be noted, however, that the exact impact to the ejecta
geometry is not fully understood in both scenarios, and
thus, it is not straightforward to identify the origin of
the aspherical inner ejecta.
It is also worth comparing the ejecta geometry from
other probes. In particular, line profiles in the late-phase
spectra have been commonly used to study the element
distribution. In fact, for Type Ib/c SNe, aspherical el-
ement distributions are suggested by double-peaked or
structured line profiles in the late-phase spectra (e.g.,
Mazzali et al. 2005; Maeda et al. 2008; Modjaz et al.
2008; Tanaka et al. 2009; Taubenberger et al. 2009).
In particular, a highly energetic SNe show a double-
peaked profile with a wide separation, which may be
a hint of a central energy source. On the other hand,
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late-phase spectra of SLSNe-I typically show smooth,
single-peak profiles, which suggest nearly spherical in-
ner ejecta (Nicholl et al. 2019). Therefore, from the
late-phase spectra, SLSNe-I are suggested to have more
spherical element distributions than normal stripped-
envelope SNe. This seems to be in conflict with our
finding from the polarization as discussed above. How-
ever, we should be careful in the comparison because the
late-phase line profiles are sensitive to the element distri-
bution while the continuum polarization is sensitive to
the density distribution (or more precisely, distribution
of free electrons which produce polarization).
Since this is the first late-phase spectropolarimetric
data for SLSNe-I, it is too early to draw the firm con-
clusions about the general ejecta geometry of SLSNe-
I. Also, unfortunately, there are not many polarization
data for normal stripped-envelope SNe (e.g., Tanaka
et al. 2012), in particular those with a good time se-
ries except for a few cases (Mauerhan et al. 2015; Ste-
vance et al. 2017, 2019). Therefore, it is not easy to
readily compare the geometry between normal stripped-
envelope SNe and SLSNe-I in terms of polarization. In
order to study the ejecta geometry and a central energy
source of SLSNe-I in the context of SN explosions in
general, more time-series polarimetric observations are
necessary both for normal SNe and SLSNe-I.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We perform spectropolarimetric observations of SN
2017egm with FOCAS on Subaru telescope. Thanks
to the observations at the late epoch (t = 185.0 days),
we reliably estimate the degree of the ISP from the
strong Ca II triplet emission lines. Then, using the esti-
mated ISP, we evaluate the intrinsic polarization of SN
2017egm at the early phases (t = −0.6,+5.2 and +9.1
days; Bose et al. 2018) and at the late phase (t = 185.0
days).
We find that intrinsic polarization of SN 2017egm is
∼ 0.2 % at the early phases (axis ratio of ∼ 1.05) while
it increases to ∼ 0.8 % at the late phase (axis ratio of ∼
1.2). These facts indicate that the inner ejecta are more
aspherical than the outer ejecta. In addition, from the
nearly constant position angles over the wavelengths, the
inner ejecta are found to be axially symmetric. Such a
geometry might suggest the presence of a central energy
source producing a large asymmetry.
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